Most advanced **ANTI-SUBMARINE** warfare, **ANTI-SURFACE** warfare maritime patrol **AIRCRAFT**.

**Higher, farther and faster** than other maritime patrol aircraft:
- More than 10hr endurance without refueling
- 0.82M speed
- 41,000ft altitude
- Reduced production time
- 50% reduced cost
- More than 4,000nmi range

**737 commercial derivative**
- Leveraging global 737 infrastructure already in place
- Unmatched reliability
- Built using in-line process
- State-of-the-art cockpit
- Training
- Parts

**450,000+** flight hours patrolling and protecting

**20k lb payload**

**100** antenna installations

**Space, power and cooling** for future growth

Can carry:
- 4 Harpoon missiles
- 5 torpedoes
- 129 Sonobuoys

Detects, tracks and reports on more targets

**MORE CAPABILITY**

Globally PROVEN. LOWEST COST to operate.